Abstract-Traffic congestion wastes fuel and commuters' time, and adds to CO 2 emissions. Stop-and-go traffic instabilities can be suppresses using bilateral control-which differs from "car following" and adaptive cruise control in that, counter-intuitively, it uses information about the following vehicle (as well as about the leading vehicle). Stability can be proven mathematically, and can be demonstrated in simulation. A physical analog of a sequence of vehicles using bilateral control is a chain of masses connected by springs and dampers-a system which is inherently stable, since it lacks an external energy source. Here, in order to further understand bilateral control and its capacity to suppress instabilities, we move from a microscopic view ( The formation of a phantom traffic jams is an "emergent Manuscript received September 9, 2015; revised January 27, 2016, July 20, 2016, December 14, 2016, May 22, 2017, and August 20, 2017 accepted October 19, 2017 property" of a system composed of a coupled chain of cars with drivers. In the car following paradigm, each vehicle adjusts its motion based on the distance to, and the relative speed of the vehicle ahead. In bilateral control, in contrast, the distance to and relative speed of the following vehicle is also used. This counter-intuitive additional control input makes the system stable. Roughly speaking, in bilateral control, each vehicle tries to be half way between the leading and the following vehicles (at least, when they have similar speeds, and neither of them is too far away). The suppression of instabilities can be proven using what is essentially a Lyapunov function [1], or using properties of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrices [6] , and can be demonstrated using simulation.
property" of a system composed of a coupled chain of cars with drivers.
In the car following paradigm, each vehicle adjusts its motion based on the distance to, and the relative speed of the vehicle ahead. In bilateral control, in contrast, the distance to and relative speed of the following vehicle is also used. This counter-intuitive additional control input makes the system stable. Roughly speaking, in bilateral control, each vehicle tries to be half way between the leading and the following vehicles (at least, when they have similar speeds, and neither of them is too far away). The suppression of instabilities can be proven using what is essentially a Lyapunov function [1] , or using properties of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrices [6] , and can be demonstrated using simulation.
Vehicles using bilateral control can be modelled as masses connected by springs and dampers (Fig. 1) . It is not hard to predict how such a system will respond to perturbations. First, in the absence of damping, waves will propagate in both directions from the point where the perturbation is appliedwith speed v = h √ k/m, where k is the spring constant, m is the mass of the interconnected masses, and h is their separation. The dampers attenuate these waves so that they dissipate with distance and time; the energy of such a coupled physical system decays toward zero. This is in contrast to the amplification of waves that occurs in car following [1] -for which, by the way, there can be no physical model such as that in Fig. 1 .
One way to implement bilateral control is to modify "adaptive cruise control" which uses forward facing sensors to implement car following control. Bilateral control can be implemented by the addition of rear facing sensors and modification of the control. For an automated system, "looking back" is no harder than "looking forward."
To further study bilateral control and its ability to suppress instabilities, it is of interest to advance from the microscopic view (interactions of individual vehicles) to a macroscopic view (densities and flow rates). We arrive here at the damped wave equation governing a system using bilateral control. This equation can be used to study the propagation and attenuation of disturbances, as well as for fine tuning parameters of the feedback control systems.
The main contribution of this paper is the development of the damped wave equation that governs a line of traffic under bilateral control. Significantly, this damped wave equation does not have the usual form where horizontal distance along the road is the independent variable. Another contribution is the realization that the "damping" component (a term depending on differences of speeds of adjacent vehicles) is critical to the dissipation of perturbations (that is, making use of distances to neighboring vehicles, for and aft, is not sufficient). Finally, we show that symmetric weighting of information from leading and following vehicles is best in that it removes constraints on the relationship between proportional and velocity gains.
Note that this paper is not about explaining where "phantom traffic jams" come from under "traditional" driving conditions. There are literally hundreds of papers on traffic flow instabilities (for a small, but representative sample see [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] ). Our purpose is also not to survey papers on traffic flow instabilities (for that see e.g. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] ), nor is it to make comparisons of various explanations for their origin (cellular automata, fluid flow models, shock waves, eigenvalues of ODEs etc.). This paper is about the bilateral control method for suppressing traffic flow instabilities (for an introduction to bilateral control see [1] ). The analysis presented here, except for the background description of the car-following model, does not apply to "traditional" traffic, but to traffic under bilateral control.
A reviewer kindly brought to our attention three papers that relate to "bi-directional control," that take into account some information about the following vehicle [31] [32] [33] . These are related to our work on bilateral control, but do not propose what we do. For one thing, they do not include the all important "damper" term which depends on differences of speeds. This term is important in suppressing travelling waves resulting from perturbations. We also present a physical analog that lends intuitive insight-something that is not possible with their models.
In the case of Nakayama et al. [31] , "stability" means that the amplitude of oscillation of the leading vehicle will not be amplified as the perturbation is passed from vehicle to vehicle. Because of the non-linearity of their model, they can consider only infinitesimal departures from an equilibrium state. Their non-linear model does not lend itself to the analysis possible with our linear bilateral control rule, and so they are not able to present the kinds of results we do, such as a damped wave equation.
They show that for high enough gain their system can damp out infinitesimal perturbations. However, the gain required may be quite high and lead to accelerations that are uncomfortable for passengers. The authors appear aware of the problem since they emphasize an advantage of their system being that it does not need a gain quite as high as an earlier "optimum velocity" model. Finally, their model is asymmetrical in that more weight is given to information about the leading vehicle than the following vehicle (in a footnote they explicitly exclude the symmetrically weighed case). In simulation, for example, they use weights of 0.7 and 0.3 for control inputs based on the distances from the leading and following vehicle respectively. We find that giving equal weight to information about leading and following vehicles leads to stability without constraints on gains.
In the case of Zheng et al. [32] , it should be noted that they are trying to build a more accurate model of existing traffic, not develop a new control rule to suppress traffic flow instabilities. In their context, "bi-directional" means: "If the following car approaches rapidly, then maybe some drivers will choose to change lanes." This is different from an automated system that adjusts the acceleration continuously based on differences in position and speed.
Finally, Treiber and Helbing [33] "bi-directional" system does not introduce the crucial "damper" terms proportional to differences in speed, and so will not have waves of perturbation decaying -in fact, they do not think of their system in terms of propagating waves.
Different from existing bi-directional control methods we show that a simple linear model can suppress traffic flow instabilities effectively. We find that there are three key points to suppressing traffic flow instabilities: (a) use information about the following as well as the leading vehicles; (b) use the relative speeds of the leading and following vehicles (i.e. include "damping" terms), and (c) emphasize the control contributions of leading and following vehicles equally. In order to properly suppress instabilities and dissipate disturbances, we find that it is best to weight contributions equally. This removes constraints on the control system gains and enables use of lower gains than would otherwise be the case.
II. REVIEW OF BILATERAL CONTROL
Bilateral control can be thought of as a modification of the car-following model. In car following, the acceleration a c of the controlled vehicle 'C' is dependent on the distance d l = (x l − x c − l) to the leading vehicle 'L' and its relative speed (v c − v l ) (see Fig. 2(a) ) (where l is the length of the vehicle). In bilateral control, in distinction, the acceleration a c of the controlled vehicle 'C' is dependent on the distance d f = (x c − x f −l) of the following vehicle 'F' and its relative speed, (v c − v f ) as well (see Fig. 2(b) ). Shown here is a simple model (which could be the result of linearizing a more complicated model about its current operating point). Here k d is the gain for feedback based on the difference of the distances d l and d f to the leading and the following vehicles, while k v is the gain for feedback based on the difference between the relative speeds (v l − v c ) and
In addition, k c is the (optional) gain of feedback based on the difference between the desired speed v des and the current speed v c (see also [1] .) In both car following and bilateral control, amplification of perturbations along a chain of vehicles depends on the properties of the control subsystems in the dashed boxes.
For a practical implementation, additional components are needed to provide a complete model of vehicle control (see ch. 11 in [34] , and [35] ). This includes non-linear aspects and modes that deal with the case when (i) there is no leading vehicle, when (ii) there is no following vehicle, and (iii) emergency braking (needed in car following where traffic jams start to form).
When there is no following vehicle, a complete model can simply revert to traditional car following, and when there is no leading vehicle, control can devolve to traditional cruise control. Alternatively, if there is no following vehicle, a "virtual" following vehicle can be invoked that uses traditional car following, and the position and relative velocity of this virtual vehicle is used by the bilateral control system of the actual last vehicle in the chain of vehicles. Similarly, if there is no leading vehicle, a virtual vehicle can be invoked that uses simple cruise control and its position and relative velocity is used in bilateral control of the actual first vehicle in a chain of vehicles.
In the analysis of stability, we deal with a system linearized about the current operating point (corresponding to the dashed boxes in Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3(b) ). These linearized systems can capture the response to small perturbations of a number of different more "complete" models.
III. VEHICLES SEQUENCE UNDER BILATERAL CONTROL
First, in a simple linear model of car following, the acceleration of the controlled vehicle is given by
where k d and k v are the gains of positional and velocity feedback respectively (k d ≥ 0 and k v ≥ 0), and where d des is a desired headway separation (which, in the case of "constant time headway" varies linearly with speed v c ).
In contrast, in a simple linear version of bilateral control, acceleration is given by [1] ,
(Corresponding to k c = 0 in Fig. 3(b) ).
So, first, in the case of simple car following control, the acceleration of the n-th vehicle in the sequence is
In contrast, in simple bilateral control, the acceleration of the n-th vehicle in the sequence can be written as
where x n ,ẋ n andẍ n are the position, speed and acceleration of vehicle n. The two expressions in parenthesis in eq. (4) can be thought of as finite differences that correspond to second order (spatial) derivatives of position x n and of speedẋ n respectively. We can replace this mixed continuous/discrete ordinary differential equation (ODE) in x n (t) with the continuous partial differential equation (PDE):
is a solution, since this expression is linear in t and linear in n, so that second derivatives are all zero. This steady-state solution corresponds to vehicles uniformly spaced a distance d apart and travelling at common speed v.
IV. SEPARATION OF VARIABLES
Other solutions of the PDE eq. (5) may be found using the method of separation of variables. Suppose that a particular solution x(n, t) can be written as a product N(n)T (t) of a function N(n) of n and a function T (t) of t, then
or
This must be equal to a constant, since the left hand side of the equation is a function of n only and the right hand side is a function of t only. Without loss of generality, let this arbitrary constant be −1/c 2 (with c ≥ 0). Then, from the left side of eq. (8), we have
This second order ODE has solutions of the form
In practice, we are only interested in real solutions, which can be obtained by adding complex conjugate parts. We can obtain such solutions for different values of c (the spatial frequency of the wave). Linear combinations of such solutions, as well as the trivial solution eq. (6) are also solutions of the ODE eq. (9) since the differential equation is linear in the displacement. More complicated waveforms can thus be built up by adding sinusoidal waveforms of different spatial frequencies, with coefficients determined using transforms (Alternatively, one can just solve the PDE directly using Fourier or Laplace transform methods). We also still have from the right side of eq. (8),
Trying solutions of the form T (t) = e st , we obtain the characteristic equation
with roots
Consider first the low frequency case when c < 2
This corresponds to oscillatory solutions of (temporal) frequency ω, decaying with time constant τ = 1/α. In this case we have solutions for x(n, t) of the form
These are decaying waves travelling with speed v = ± (ω/c).
In the high frequency case, on the other hand, when c > 2 √ k d /k v , we obtain two real roots for s-both of which are negative-corresponding to non-oscillatory exponentially decaying solutions.
V. STABILLITY OF BILATERAL CONTROL
For waves with low enough spatial frequency, where c 2
Thus the speed of propagation of the decaying disturbances is proportional to the square root of the proportional gain. So the larger the proportional feedback gain k d , the faster disturbances travel away from their source.
In the context of this paper, "stability" means that perturbations decay. This means that the amplitude of the response to complex exponential stimulation of any frequency must be smaller than the amplitude of the excitation. If we introduce a disturbance at some point in the system, the lower spatial frequency components will lead to waves travelling away from that point -in both directions-with speed √ k d . For c > 0, these waves decay with a time constant τ = 2/(c 2 k v ). The steady-state solution, eq. (6) for c = 0, does not decay.
Higher spatial frequency components (shorter wavelengths) decay faster with distance than do lower frequencies. Note also that the rate of decay of travelling disturbances is proportional to the velocity gain constant k v . So the larger the velocity feedback gain k v , the faster disturbances die away.
Components of sufficiently high spatial frequency do not even lead to travelling waves and instead decay exponentially with two time constants, one smaller than τ = 1/α, and the other larger (reminiscent of evanescent waves in electromagnetic systems). We conclude that disturbances are dissipated, independent of spatial frequency content-only the steadystate solution, eq. (6), survives. It might appear that we could make the decay time constant τ = 1/α arbitrarily small by making the speed gain k v very large. Similarly, it would appear that we could make the decaying waves propagate away at arbitrarily high velocities by making the positional gain k d very large. However, as is common in feedback systems, aspects of the real system not modeled in the simplified version will likely lead to instabilities when the gains become too large in the real system. (This includes effects due to unmodeled delays, and effects introduced by the approximation of the mixed continuous/discrete ODE by a continuous PDE.) Furthermore, passenger comfort would be impacted by high gain factors (leading to accelerations or decellerations higher than say ±3 m/sec 2 ).
Note that in the sense of "stability" used here, simple car following is not stable, since it amplifies some frequency components (see [1] , [36] , [37] and Appendix A). An exception is a car following system with k d = 0 and k v = 0, which does not amplify disturbances at all, but, since it basically ignores traffic ahead, is of little practical interest.
VI. INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
It is important to note that the variable n in x(n, t) is not the horizontal distance along the road, but is instead a continuous analog of the sequential vehicle number. That is, it increases by one as we move from one vehicle to the next. This means, first of all, that the wave velocities derived are relative to the moving traffic (not the road). Also, n increases more rapidly with distance along the road where vehicle density ρ is high than where density is low, since
So the speed of propagation of disturbances, when measured as track distance per unit time, is higher in areas of lower vehicle density (and slower in areas of higher density). Importantly, the system does not obey a simple damped wave equation in the independent variable x, the distance along the road. This means, for example, that waves are not sinusoidal in the ground coordinate system. This suggests an interesting non-linear modification of the basic linear bilateral control, where feedback contributions are weighted by vehicle density (i.e. inverse of vehicle spacing) so as to obtain constant speed of propagation of disturbances along the track (that is, constant in terms of distance along track per unit time rather than number of vehicles traversed per unit time). In this mode, adjustments to the vehicles speed are larger when the leading and following vehicle are nearby, and smaller when they are further away. Such a system is governed by an ordinary damped wave equation with independent variable being the along track distance (x) rather than n.
VII. SIMULATION
We show here some results of simulations relating to traffic events that may lead to flow instabilities. Simulations, of course, merely illustrate the theoretical results, they cannot prove them. In the simulations below, the gains are
Other relevant parameters:
The car following simulations shown here implement the "constant time headway" method with T = 1 second (see Appendix A). For additional simulations, with different parameters, and a downloadable simulation application with controllable parameters, see online resource [38] . Fig. 4(a) shows a simulation of typical car-following behavior. The horizontal axis is distance in meters and the vertical axis is time in seconds. Each curve in Fig. 4(a) corresponds to one vehicle, with the slope of the curve being the inverse of its speed (becoming vertical when the vehicle is stopped in traffic). Vehicles exit the graphic on the right and new vehicles enter on the left. Initially all vehicles are moving at the same speed (v = 25 m/sec or 90 km/h)-corresponding to about a 45 • angle in the graphic-with the same separation between them (30 m).
After a second, the vehicle that started at the origin (lower left) brakes hard-a deceleration of 5 m/sec 2 -for two seconds (red trace). The resulting perturbation is propagated upstream-to the left of the vehicle. With car following, there is, of course, no effect on downstream vehicles (i.e. to the right of the vehicle that caused the disturbance). The perturbation is amplified as it is propagated backward and leads to a pile-up starting around 45 seconds. The upstream edge of the traffic jam moves backward (left leaning slope) at about 3.8 m/sec (13.5 km/h), which is the arrival rate of roughly 0.83 vehicles per second times the average vehicle length of 5 m. This corresponds to observed behavior of actual "stop-and-go" traffic flow instabilities and so-called "phantom traffic jams" (see Fig. 2 in [39] ).
There are, by the way, also some smaller, semi-periodic fluctuations to the right of the jam, and additional structure appears above if the plot is continued for longer times (upwards). Interestingly, after the initial disturbance, there are no effects near the vehicle that was the distal cause of the problem. Note that because of the amplification of perturbations in the car following model, even smaller variations in speed can lead to instabilities [1] .
In stark contrast, Fig. 4(b) shows a simulation under bilateral control, with the same control system gains and the same disturbance. With bilateral control, the disturbance has the effect of generating damped waves moving both forward and backward in traffic. In this particular case, the forward moving wave is of a dilationary nature, while the backward moving wave is compressive.
The travelling wave effects are small and not so easily discerned for this size of disturbance. To make the damped waves appear more clearly, Fig. 5(a) shows a simulation with a perturbation that is four times as large (in terms of change of speed). The two damped waves spreading from the disturbed vehicle are more easily seen. The speed of the damped waves (relative to the traffic flow) here is v = ± √ k d = ± √ 0.4 = ±0.632 . . .. This is, of course, a speed expressed in terms of vehicles per second, but can be converted to meters per second if the local density of vehicles is known. For a density of 1/30 vehicles per meter (33 vehicles per km), this comes to about 19 m/sec. So the forward moving wave moves at approximately 44 m/sec (i.e. 25 + 19) and the backward moving wave moves at approximately 6 m/sec (i.e. 25 − 19), as can be seen in Fig. 5(a) .
To illustrate the ability of bilateral control to suppress impending instabilities, Fig. 5(b) shows a simulation where we start with the system under car following control but then switch to bilateral control at 45 seconds. The traffic jam just starting to form at that point in time soon dissipates (as do the semi-periodic fluctuations further downstream).
The system is also immune to disturbances resulting from lane changing, merging and splitting of lanes. Fig. 6(a) shows a simulation of car following where a car leaves the lane of traffic and another car switches into the lane of traffic. Fig. 6(b) shows a simulation of bilateral control under the same circumstances. The disturbances die away smoothly.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Sequences of vehicles under bilateral control can be modelled by a second order PDE-but where the independent variable is not the distance along the road. The solutions of the PDE are damped waves travelling in both directions from a disturbance. The effects of perturbations are attenuated rather than amplified. Simulations illustrate the analytical results. Importantly, sequences of vehicles under car following control do not satisfy such an equation because information flow is unidirectional (up-stream only).
It should be noted that car following models with "constant time headway" instead of "constant space headway" (as in eq. 1) can be made string stable by using sufficiently high control gains. But, as discussed in Appendix A, higher gains k d and k v come with changes that may reduce throughput and may impact passenger comfort. There are no corresponding restrictions on these gains in bilateral control systems (just that they be positive).
Implementing bilateral control will be well worth the effort since it will reduce travel times, fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. Existing infrastructure need not be modified-yet higher traffic throughput can be supported. This is a good time to start implementing bilateral control, since vehicles with adaptive cruise control already have the required control mechanisms, as well as the forward facing sensors. All that is required is addition of rearward facing sensors and a change in the control algorithm to bilateral control as presented here.
APPENDIX A CAR FOLLOWING CONTROL PERTURBATION GAIN
There is a vast literature-going back 80 years nowdescribing traffic flow instabilities and explaining their origin in various ways [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The focus in this paper, in contrast, has been on a method for preventing such instabilities (and suppressing them should they occur as the result of unexpected external inputs).
It may nevertheless be worth briefly looking at the car following problem yet again. We show here that in the car following control model, there are always frequencies of disturbances that are amplified as they are propagated upstream from their source (The disturbance could, for example, be due to a difference in speed when one vehicle applies the brakes briefly.) The gain per stage (vehicle) can be determined by analyzing a simple model. In car following control we havë
whereẍ c is the acceleration of the controlled vehicle,ẋ c andẋ l are the speeds of the controlled vehicle and the leading vehicle, x c and x l are the positions of the controlled vehicle and the leading vehicle [1] . The desired (safe) separation between vehicles is d des , and the gain constants are k d for positional control and k v for velocity control. Then
This linear relationship corresponds to a simple version of the "Helly model" for car following control [26] , [40] , [41] . This is clearly a linear shift invariant system, and it is well known that exponential functions of time are eigenfunctions of such systems. Suppose then that x l = e st + l + d des then x c = Ae st where
For sinusoidal excitation, s = j ω and
We see that A = 1 for ω = 0 and |A| = 1 for
since
Importantly, the magnitude of the gain, |A|, of one stage of the system (i.e. one vehicle) is greater than 1 for 0 < ω < ω 1 . The magnitude of the gain reaches a peak at
The important things is that the gain is greater than 1 for a range of low frequencies and so corresponding components of the perturbations will be amplified along the chain. So simple car following systems are unstable, since the gain is greater than 1 for 0 < ω < ω 1 , no matter what the control gain parameters k d and k v are (as long as k d > 0). The simple car following model assumes that the desired separation d des between vehicles is constant. For safety it is best that the desired separation vary with speed. The "constant time headway" distance is d des = vT , where v is the speed of the vehicles and T the "reaction time" (see Appendix B). This improvement on the simple "constant headway" car following model is called the "constant time headway" model. (see also [42] , [43] ). We can analyze this much the same way as the simple car following model. We havë
So
In this case, |A| < 1 if
as shown in [40] . It should be noted, however, that typically T is taken to be about 1 second (Appendix B), so rather large gains (k v and k d ) are implied. Alternatively, for given feedback gains k v and k d we can try and satisfy the condition by making T large. Then we require
For k d = 0.4 sec −2 and k v = 0.2 sec −1 , for example (as used in the simlations here), this yields T = 1.79 . . . seconds, which implies inter-vehicle gaps almost twice as large as is common, and thus a considerable reduction in throughput.
In this regard, note that the flow (vehicles per second) is given by
where ρ is the density and l vehicle length. The flow approaches 1/T asymptotically as speed increases. So making T large means lowering the throughput.
APPENDIX B IMPROVED SAFE FOLLOWING DISTANCE FORMULA
It is easy to show that
is the safe following distance, where v is the speed of the vehicles and T the reaction time. Reaction time here is meant to include not just perceptual and mental processes, but shifting the foot from accelerator to brake and delay in the response of the vehicle. Reaction time is typically taken to be about 1 second (or a little more). Assuming a typical vehicle length of 4.6 m (15') this leads to the familiar formula for safe distance: "about one vehicle length per 16 km/h (10 mph)." The derivation of formula eq. (32) assumes that the vehicles can decelerate at the same rate, and that they are initially travelling at the same speed. In practice this is rarely the case, particularly when drivers (or vehicle control systems) are busy adjusting speeds in order to come closer to travelling with the 'minimum safe separation' between them. Not surprisingly, the gap needs to be larger if the following vehicle is moving faster than the leading vehicle, and, correspondingly, can be smaller if the following vehicle is moving more slowly, as shown next.
Suppose the leading vehicle is travelling at speed v 10 at time t 1 when its brakes are engaged. Then
where the a 1 is the acceleration when braking (a 1 < 0). The speed will be zero at time t 1z where
The position of the leading vehicle on the road will be 
when it comes to a stop at time t 2z . We have x 2z = x 1z if 
This is the minimum initial separation needed to avoid a collision. If the braking capabilities of the two vehicles are the same then 
so d 2 is proportional to the product of the average speed of the two vehicles and the difference in their speeds (divided by the braking deceleration). We have not yet taken into account the reaction time. In practice we need to add the value d 1 = v 20 T to the separation d 2 derived above to allow for the reaction time.
So the gap has to be larger than the 'minimum safe separation' d 1 = v 20 T when v 20 > v 10 , and can be smaller when v 20 < v 10 (see also [42] ). The improved 'minimum safe distance,' d min = d 1 + d 2 , is not likely to be of direct use to a human driver, because it requires some calculation and knowledge of the speeds of both vehicles. But such a calculation can be easily incorporated in an automated feedback system. Simulation shows that use of this modified 'safe distance' algorithm helps reduce-but does not eliminate-traffic flow instabilities (unless bilateral control is implemented).
